SANSKRIT 9606 – C.I.E. A-LEVEL 2013
MARKING SCHEME
General Note: In all cases reasonable alternative answers which are not specifically mentioned
in the marking scheme will be accepted, and either some of the marks or all of the marks for
that question will be awarded. Candidates may use upper or lower case initial letters for
transliterating Sanskrit proper nouns. By ‘construal’ is meant understanding the overall meaning of the words as a sentence and conveying this in the English translation.

PAPER 1.PRESCRIBED TEXTS
1. Buddhacarita of Avaghoa

(i) Book 3, vv 28 to 34
(a) ‘“Who, O charioteer, is this man who has approached, with white hair, his hand hanging
on a stick, his eyes concealed by his brow, his limbs feeble and bent? Is this a
transformation, or his nature, or is it chance?”
The charioteer, addressed thus, communicated to the prince the matter, even though
it was not to be disclosed; he saw no fault, his mind deluded by those very gods.’
(b) (i) ‘son of the king’ –– 6th case tatpurua compound
(ii) ‘by force of time’ –– 6th case tatpurua compound
(iii) ‘possessing meritorious actions collected over numerous ages’ ––
bahuvrhi compound
(c) He encountered for the first time old age and, and on similar journeys he encountered
illness and death in the same manner.

[6]
[1]
[1]
[2]

[2]

(ii) Book 12, vv 95 to 101
(a) ‘Performing many vows of fasting, difficult to be performed by man, he, wishing for peace
made his body thin, over six years.’
[3]
(b) ‘(i) ‘he with only skin and bone remaining’ –– bahuvrhi compound
(ii) ‘at the root of the Jambu tree’ –– 6th case tatpurua compound

[1]
[1]

(c) He realized that extreme asceticism does not lead to detachment or liberation.
He therefore adopted the ‘middle way’ between extremes and thus made this a central
plank of his teachings i.e. right effort etc.

[3]

[Total: 12 + 8 = 20 marks]
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2. Manu

(i) Book 2, vv 92 to 94; Book 3, vv 68 to 70
(a) ‘The mind should be known as the eleventh and shares the nature of both groups
of five by virtue of its essential quality. When mind is conquered, both groups are
conquered.’

[3]

(b) (i) ‘the dark pathed one (fire)’ –– bahuvrhi compound
(ii) ‘every day’ –– avyaybhva compound
(iii) ‘the honouring of guests’ –– 4th case tatpurua compound

[1]
[1]
[1]

(c) teaching –– the sacrifice to Brahman
water offering –– the sacrifice to the Fathers
fire oblations –– the sacrifice to the gods
food offering –– the sacrifice to all creatures
honouring guests –– the sacrifice to men

[3]

(ii) Book 5, vv 107 to 109; Book 7, vv 14 to 16
(a) ‘The learned are puriﬁed by forbearance; those who do wrong, by generosity; those
whose sins are concealed, by quiet repetition of prayers; and those who best know
the Veda, by austerity.
An object that needs cleaning is cleansed by earth and water; a river is made pure by
its current; a woman whose thoughts are impure, by her menstrual ﬂow; and a
Brhmaa by renunciation.’

[6]

(b) (i) ‘by learning and austerity’ –– dvandva compound
(ii) ‘place and time’ –– dvandva compound
(iii) ‘according to their desert’ –– avyaybhva compound

[1]
[1]
[1]

(c) His own son; rod of punishment; protector of all beings; formed from the
splendour of the Infinite

[2]

[Total: 9 + 11 = 20 marks]
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3. Upaniads

(i) Kaha Up. 2:2: 10 to 12
(a) ‘Just as the sun, the eye of the whole world, is not defiled by the external faults seen
by the eye, even so, the One within all beings is not tainted by the sorrow of the
world, as He is outside (the world).’

[3]

(b) (i) ‘the inner Self of all beings’ –– 6th case tatpurua compound
(ii) ‘abiding in the Self’ –– 7th case tatpurua compound

[1]
[1]

(c) The Self is likened to the wind which on entering objects assumes their varied shapes
although it is one and exists outside these shapes.

[2]

(d) The eternal bliss to which the Upaniad points is an aspect of the inner Self and is to
be enjoyed as an aspect of liberation. By contrast, the nirva aimed at in the Buddhist
teachings is more of a void, since no Self remains to enjoy that peace.

[3]

(ii) Bhadrayaka Up. 4:3: 33 and 4:4: 19, 20, 25
(a) ‘This is the world of Brahman, O Emperor,’ instructed Yjñavalkya. ‘O Lord, I give you
one thousand (pieces of gold). Hence speak further about liberation.’
‘“There is nothing separate here”; this is to be considered with the mind alone. He
who sees difference here, as it were, wanders from death to death.’

[6]

(b) ‘imperishable’ –– nañ compound

[1]

(c) Full recognition should be given for such facts as:
(i) The Upaniads vary in style, some parts are in prose, some in verse of various
metres. Their content is traditionally held to be the oneness of the inner Self (tman)
with the universal absolute (brahman).
(ii) The Buddhacarita is all in verse and tells a story (that of the childhood and
enlightenment of Buddha). It contains teachings of the Buddha.
(iii) The Laws of Manu is all in verse and lays down social law, although, especially in
the 12th and last chapter, it speaks of the unity of the Self with the universe.

[3]

[Total: 10 x 2 = 20 marks]
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. Bhagavad Gt and akara’s Commentary

(i) Chap. 7, vv 8 to 11; Chap. 16, vv 4, 5

(a) (i) ‘moon and sun’ –– dvandva compound
(ii) ‘devoid of desire and attachment’ –– bahuvrhi compound
(iii) ‘O bull among the Bharatas’ –– bahuvrhi compound

[1]
[1]
[1]

(b) ‘Hypocrisy, arrogance, conceit, anger, harshness and ignorance: these belong to one
born to a demonic destiny, O son of Pth.
The divine destiny is deemed to be for liberation, the demonic for bondage. O
Pava, do not grieve! You are born to a divine destiny.’

[5]

(c) The Gt explains that Viu incarnates to support the good and punish the
evildoers. He has also been said to have incarnated as Rma, Buddha, Prahlda,
the Boar, etc.

[2]

(ii) akarabhya on Bhagavad Gt, Chap. 6, v 34

(a) ‘(The word) ‘ka’ is a form of the root ‘k’, whose meaning is ‘to root out’, since
he roots out the faults, such as sins etc., of his devotees.
For the mind is unstable, not only excessively unstable, but troubling, i.e. it has an
agitating nature, and it churns, such that it scatters the attention of the body and
senses, and places one under the control of someone (or something) else.’

[6]

(b) (i) ‘from its being unable to be restrained’ –– karmadhraya compound
(ii) ‘like a shark’, the final ending being a taddhita pratyaya

[1]
[1]

(c) [ 1/2 mark for any four of the following:]
(i) He gives synonyms.
(ii) He quotes scripture to support his points.
(iii) He fabricates opponents’ arguments to refute other points of view.
(iv) He explains his points (as in line 3 of our text).
(v) He analyses compounds, etc.

[2]

[Total: 10 x 2 = 20 marks]
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PAPER 2.

UNPREPARED TRANSLATION.
UNPREPARED COMPREHENSION AND
PROSE COMPOSITION.

1.
The Vasus said:
There will be born in the human realm a king called ntanu, son of Pratpa, famous in the
world. He will be our father.
Gag said:
O sinless gods, I have also had the same thought that you are expressing to me. I shall
please him. This is your desire too.
The Vasus said:
O lady who travels in the three worlds, when your children are born, you should verily throw
them into the waters, so that our atonement does not last for long.
Gag said:
I shall do this as you say, but let one son be allotted to him, so that his union with me for the
sake of sons is not fruitless.
The Vasus said:
We shall each give an eight part of our strength. With that you shall have a son, which is also
what he desires. He will not beget children among mortals, and so he will have no descendants. Therefore your brave son will have no sons.
In this way these Vasus, having made an agreement with Gag, went away quickly as they
wished with great delight.
[A mark out of 15 is awarded for the translation of each verse. The total marks are then
divided by 7.]
[15 marks]

2. (a) ‘O bull [1] among sages [1]’ Janaka addresses Vivmitra. [1]

[3]

(b) ‘Show [1] this [1] O highly fortunate one [1] to these [1] two princes [1].’
[1 mark construal]

[6]

(c) open [1] the case [1]

[2]

(d) ‘I here [1] hold [1] with my hand [1] this [1] excellent [1] heavenly [1] bow [1].’
[1 mark construal]
[8]
(e) lift the bow up [1] and draw it to the full [1]

[2]

(f) He says ‘certainly!’ [1]

[1]

(g) ‘of thousands [1] of men [1]’ tatpurua [1]

[3]

(h) in sport [1] as it were [1]

[2]

(i) it breaks [1] in the middle [1]

[2]

(j) Rma [1]

[1]
[Total: 30/2 = 15 marks]
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3.
Some / boys / of the Yadu / family / met / with / some / sages. / Overcome / with
pride, / the boys / thought / of a trick. / One / of them / called / Smba, / in a
woman’s / dress, / went / to the sages. / The boys / followed / and / asked / “Will
this / woman / give birth / to a boy / or / a girl?” / The sages / were enraged / and
replied / “She / will give birth / to a mace / which / will destroy / the Yadu / family.”/
Soon / a mace / was born. / The Yadu / boys / broke up / the mace / and / threw /
the small / pieces / into the sea, / which were / then / carried / by the sea / to the
shore / amidst / rushes. / In the end / the Yadu / family / used / these / rushes / as
weapons. / In this way / the Ydavas / killed / each other, / and / the curse / of the
sages / was fulﬁlled. /

[Each section carries 2 marks for vocabulary and grammar, giving a maximum of 150 marks.
This total is then divided by ten, giving a total out of 15. A mark out of 5, for style, idiom and
general impression, is awarded according to the following table.]

Style Marks

Description of Style Mark Categories

5

Fluent and idiomatic.



Judicious recasting of the English with fair choice of vocabulary mostly in
accordance with Sanskrit idiom.

3

Some attempt to move beyond the literal to an idiomatic rendering of the
text through the use of grammatical structures.

2

Some evidence of the use of idiom, e.g. connectives, word order.

1

Very literal translation with only an occasional attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.

0

Very literal translation with virtually no attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.
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Model answer:

ke cn ydukulku m|r| Aixi#: sh|imln\«
ku m|r| duIvRlistmicNtyn\«
n|rIvS] AxIngCçt\«

gd| j|t|«
iáPt|:«

ék: ku m|r: s|Mbo n|m

ku m|r| aNvgCçNnpºCç{cey, n|rI

b|l, b|l|, v| jniyXytIit«

gd|, jniyXyit«

ah,k|r|iNvt|:

ku ipt| Axy: p/TyvdNs|

s| gd| ydukul, n|ziyXytIit«

ydukum|rEgRd| i#Nn|«

tErLp#|g|: smu¥e

td| te smu¥e- mu{jm+ye tIrm|nIt|:«

ydukul|yEte mu{j| a|yu=|in«

Vy|p|dyNnºixz|p: sflZc»

év, y|dv|: prSpr,

aicre-

aNte

[ 20 marks ]
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PAPER 3.
and

A.

A.
B.

SHORT ESSAYS.
either
(i) PINIAN GRAMMAR
or
(ii) HIGHER LEVEL PROSE COMPOSITION.

Short Essays

12 marks per essay. Candidates are expected to write about 300 words for each of their
answers, making relevant points, and producing a reasoned argument where necessary. Marks
should be awarded on the basis of the following chart.
Essay Marks

11-12

9-10

8

6-

-5

Description of Mark Categories
Exceptional work. Excellent ability to organise material, and thorough knowledge and full consideration of the essay title. Really articulate and intelligent
answers should be considered in this category even if there are still flaws and
omissions.
Very good. Close attention to detail of texts, well structured writing, perceptive
use of illustration, good insight when discussing issues. Ability to look beyond
the immediate material and to show some wider understanding of underlying
themes.
Painstaking. Sound knowledge of texts, mainly relevant. Some attempt to
address the essay title, showing some understanding. Possibly not in full control of material; solid but indiscriminate. Some conscientious candidates fall into
this category: they tend to write too much as they are reluctant to leave out anything they have learnt.
Fair relevance and knowledge. Better organised than in the 4-5 category: the
candidate probably understands the demands of the essay title without being
able to develop a very thorough response. Still a fairly simple, black and white
approach. Some ‘learnt’ material but better control and focus than below.
Sound, if simple and superficial, knowledge of texts. Makes assertions without
being able to illustrate or develop points. Probably still too dependent on memorised oddments but there may be a visible attempt to relate these to the question.

3

Some very basic material but not much sense of understanding or ability to
address the essay title. Very general, unspecific approach. Random, bitty
structure. Signs of organisation and relevance should be looked for in case the
answer can be considered for 4 marks.

2

Marginally more knowledge than in the 0–1 category. The candidate may have
read the texts but is probably unable to see beyond half-remembered notes.
Insubstantial; very little relevance. May have problems writing fair English and
will be unable to express ideas comprehensibly.

0-1

No discernible material. Often very inadequate language. 1 mark in this category is awarded almost on the basis of quantity, provided there is also a hint
of relevance to the essay title. It is possible for a candidate to write a whole
page demonstrating no knowledge at all (has the candidate read the book?),
containing only misunderstood background facts or very vague general
remarks unrelated to the essay title.
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B.

Either (i) Pinian Grammar option

Essay Questions [only one to be attempted, 10 marks]:
1. The answer should include types such as sañjñ, paribh, adhikra, vidhi, etc. with
examples of each with translation.
2. The answer should name the eight it stras, ‘upadee ’janunsika it’, etc. with
translations and an explanation of the ‘rolling down’ system.
3. There should be adequate description of how the ‘meaning’ of the dhtu is deﬁned and
modiﬁed by pratyaya, preﬁx etc.
Technical Questions [four to be answered, 6 marks each]:
. ‘hrasva laghu,’ ‘A short vowel is light.’
‘sañyoge guru,’ ‘Before a conjunct consonant a vowel is heavy.’
‘drghañca’, ‘And a long vowel is heavy.’
5. (i) y, v, r, l, (ii) , , s, (iii) e, o, ai, au, (iv) jh, bh, gh, h, dh
6. avyaybhva, ‘pratyagni’ ‘towards the ﬁre’
tatpurua, ‘rjagham’ ‘house of a king’
bahuvrhi, ‘mahya’ (a man) ‘of great fame’
dvandva, ‘rmaste’ ‘Rma and St’
. (i) i os sup, (7th) (ii)  bhym bhis, (3rd) (iii) as os m (6th)
8. (i) unvoiced consonant (ii) of the same family, deﬁned by sameness of mouth
position and inner effort, (iii) , ai, au
9. (i) rma
rma
(ii) rma
rma
rme

as
t
sup
su
su

>
>
>
>
>

rma t (by ‘asiasº’ )
rmt (by ‘aka savareº’ )
rma su (by ‘halantyam’ )
rme su (by ‘bahuvacaneº’ )
rmeu (by ‘deapratyayaº’ )

10. (i) rmt nti > rmcchnti (by ‘acho ’i’ )
(ii) stbhyas eva > stbhya r eva (by ‘sasajuo r’ )
> stbhya y eva (by ‘bhobhagoaghoº’ )
> stbhya eva (by ‘lopa kalyasya’ )
[Total: 34 marks]
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B.

Or (ii)

Higher Level Prose Composition

Draupad / saw a / beautiful / lotus / that had been carried / from the
mountain / to that / place / by the wind. / She / said / to Bhma / “I shall
give / this / ﬂower / to Yudhihira. / Bring / others / of this type, / for / I
wish / to take / them / to our / hermitage.” /
Having heard / of Draupad’s / desire, / Bhma / set off / quickly, / climbing / the mountain, / roaring / and killing / any creatures / in his way. /
Birds, / lions, / elephants, / deer, / tigers / all ﬂed, / fearing / the powerful /
Bhma. / Soon / he came / to an old monkey. / The path / was blocked /
by its / tail. / The old monkey / said / “Do not / step over / my tail. / This
is the way / to the region / of the gods. / No men / can / go / there. /
Listen / to my words. / Stay / here / eating / fruits / and roots. / Do not /
go to your death / for no reason.” /

[Each section of the passage carries 2 marks maximum for vocabulary and grammar, giving a
maximum of 150 marks for the whole text. This total is then divided by 5, giving a total out of
30. A mark out of 4, for style, idiom and general impression, is awarded according to the following table.]

Style Marks

Description of Style Mark Categories



Fluent and idiomatic.

3

Judicious recasting of the English with fair choice of vocabulary mostly in
accordance with Sanskrit idiom.

2

Some attempt to move beyond the literal to an idiomatic rendering of the
text through the use of grammatical structures.

1

Very literal translation with only an occasional attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.

0

Very literal translation with virtually no attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.
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Model answer:

¥OpdI suN drpêmpZyt\« tè|yun| t, dezmcl|d|nItm\«

s| #ImmvddetTpuXp, yui=iXQr|y d|Sy|im« Œdºz|NyNy|Ny|–

ny« t|NySm|km|%mm|netuimCç|mIit« ¥Opƒ|: k|m, %uTv|

#Im: zI`/, fiS@|to÷clm|roht\« so÷ÆozNm|geR jNtUn\
Vy|p|dyc« sveR ,gis,hgjmºgVy|`/|: fbl#Im#y|d\

apl|yNt« aicre- s vºåkipm|gCçt\« m|gRStSy puCçen

óå:« vºåkiprvdNmm puCç, n|itÆ|m« ay, devlokm|gR:«

n kZcn nrSt] gNtu, zqoit« mm vcn|in zº-u«

flmUl|in ,|dNn] itXQ« ahetu: p{cTv, n gCçeit»
[ 34 marks ]

END
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